How to get to us:
By car:
Arriving from the north (Karlovac, Zagreb) take Road 1, pass the
National Park and drive until you reach Korenica. Once you enter the
village look for the chinese restaurant Kun Lun, about 1km in you will
see the restaurant on your left side. Take a right onto street Hrvatske
Mladeži, opposite of the restaurant. Then take the first right onto
Vaganačka street and drive down the street, we are the fifth building
on the right, street number 14.
Arriving from the south (Zadar, Split) take highway A1, take the
Gornja Ploča exit for Plitvice Lakes. Continue driving on Road 1 for
about 45min until you reach Korenica. Once in Korenica continue
driving past the village center until you reach ’Kun Lun’ Chinese
Restaurant. Take a left onto street Hrvatske Mladeži, opposite of the
Chinese restaurant Kun Lun. Then take the first right onto Vaganačka
street and drive down the street, we are the fifth building on the right,
street number 14.
By bus:
You can book all bus tickets to get to us online at www.getbybus.com.
Enter your starting place and then as your destination enter Korenica.
Once you have purchased your bus ticket, getting to us is pretty easy,
check it out below:
Arriving by public transport from the north (Karlovac, Zagreb) please
ask the bus driver to drop you off in the center of Korenica. We are a
5min walk from the village center bus stop. From the village center
walk north (back in the direction that your bus came from) and walk
until you see a church. Right next to the church is the Chinese
restaurant Kun Lun.
There you will see a black Falling Lakes sign. Follow the arrow until
you see a second sign onto Vaganacka street. We are number 14.
Arriving by public transport from the south (Zadar, Split) you will be
dropped off at Restaurant Macola right on the outskirts of Korenica.
We are a 15min walk from Restaurant Macola. Walk towards the
village center and continue walking until you pass a church. Right next
to the church is the chinese restaurant Kun Lun. There you will see a
black Falling Lakes sign. Follow the arrow until you see a second sign
onto Vaganacka street. We are number 14.

